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1. Introduction.

We describe ongoing research to develop a
simulation model of organizational behavior.
We aim to use this model to test our more
general theory of organizational performance,
communication, and organizational design.
Because organizational phenomena are
complex, a simulation-based approach is
warranted. As Simon (1981) notes:

i) Simulation offers insight into even well
understood phenomena. Even with
correct premises it may be very difficult
to discover what they imply.

ii) Simulation is useful even if we know
little about the natural laws that govern
the system’s inner behavior. Especially
for artificial and adaptive systems, we
are interested in aspects arising from the
organization of the parts, dependent on
only a few properties of individual
components. So, we can simulate the
system by reproducing few details of the
actual system being simulated.

Section 2 describes our model of organization
and the agents acting on its behalf. Section 3
briefly presents a method for verifying the
model. Section 4, sketches some research
problems that we aim to apply our model to.
Section 5 summarizes our discussion.

2. Modeling Organizational Behavior.

Viewed as a goal achieving entity, three key
factors tend to influence organizational action:
the goal, the organizational form, and the
environmental context. Often, a system’s
adaptivity can be predicted by knowing its goals
and its outer environment. In many cases,
whether a particular system will achieve a
particular goal or adaptation depends only on a
few characteristics of the outer environment and
not at all on the detail of that environment. The
crucial aspect of an organization’s form is the
adaptivity and rationality of its inner processes.
Typically, organizational design objectives can
be met only approximately, so that properties of

the inner system "show through." Only in part
will the system react rationally--hence
predictably--to environmental demands; rather,
it will reflect the limiting properties of its inner
form (Simon, 1981). As Simon (1976, page
241) remarks, "...irrational and non rational
elements...bound the area of rationality [hence]
administrative theory must be concerned with
the limits of rationality, and the manner in
which organization affects these limits..."

This paper sketches some preliminary
thoughts on modeling an organization’s inner
system. We seek to understand i) why behavior
of and in organizations differs from behavior of
a mere groups of agents, ii) why distinct
organizations facing similar environments
behave differently.

2.1. Levels of Analysis.

The fact that different researchers mean
different things by organizational behavior can
be a source of confusion. The difference in
focus reflects different levels of analyses. Scott
(1992) identifies three such levels, determined
by the dependent variable under study: i) the
behavior of the individual organizational agents,
ii) the features of functions of some aspect of
organizational structure, or iii) the
characteristics of the organization viewed as an
aggregate entity. Our model includes elements
at multiple levels of analysis. Since an
organization’s form, objectives, and
environmental context constrain its
performance, we model organizational action as
arising from cognitive agents within formal or
informal organizational structures and its
institutional context.

An organization’s effectiveness depends on
the outcomes achieved by its interactions with
its environment and its measures are defined
according to the case under study.

2.2. The Model Elements.

Our model defines the units, the processes and
the efficiency principles that describe
interactions between units that we hypothesize
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are essential to understanding organizational
behavior. Organizational processes capture
interactions among units of organizations and
the inner and outer environments.
Organizational members, as agents, execute
most of these processes. We invoke the
principle of efficiency as a positive principle of
organizational decision making. The following
paragraphs lay out these notions in a bit more
detail.

Th~ Efficiency Principle: Milgrom and
Roberts (1992: pp. 22-4) define efficiency 
follows: An efficient choice or option is one for
which "there is no available alternative that is
universally preferred in terms of the goals and
preferences of the people involved," and further
"If people are able to bargain together
effectively and can effectively implement and
enforce their decisions, then the outcomes of
economic activity will tend to be efficient (at
least for the parties to the bargain)."

The efficiency principle can be treated as
either a normative or descriptive principle for
understanding organizations. It is applied to
decisions of resource allocations, choice of
contracts, decision processes, etc., when
resources, objectives and costs remain stable.
When these vary, organization decisions cannot
be reached purely on the basis of efficiency
(Simon, 1976). Organizational objectives may
change to adapt to the changing values of
customers or clients. They may also change
under influence of agents for whom the
accomplishment of those objectives secures
personal value (Simon, 1976). However, factors
such as sunk assets, asset specificity, and limited
resources keep objectives relatively stable, thus
making useful the efficiency principle.

Task: Tasks are managed by the
transformational or technical processes of the
organization. Tasks are the objectives, actions,
and constraints, implicated in producing the
organization’s output. An organization’s ability
to perform tasks is characterized by its
competence, the range of its technical and other
practices (technology). Task demands and
competence determine the actions of at least
some of the roles in the organization. The
nature of tasks, particularly in terms of their
complexity and uncertainty, help to determine
organizational structure and goals as well as
those parts of the environment to which the
organization is exposed.1 Accordingly, our

1This viewpoint is emphasized strongly by scholm’s such
as Thompson (1967) and Galbraith (1977).

model depicts tasks as unifying several aspects
of roles and the processes in organizations.

Envir0nmcn~: An organization’s environment
includes legal and regulatory policy, social
institutions, competitors, resource and material
providers, customers and clients, and other
factors (e.g. nature) that an organization must
account for in its decision making. At least
some environmental components are determined
by its tasks; others (e.g. legal institutions) may
reflect interactions in the environment among
some or all organizations. The environment is
of source of rules, performance standards,
objectives, and contingencies to which an
organization must adapt. We discuss the nature
of the organization-environment interaction
when we describe an organization’s processes.

Goals: Most organizations embrace some
goals or objectives defining the purposes toward
which organizational decisions and activities are
directed. Decisions can be viewed as being
concerned with discovering courses of action--
planning--that satisfy a whole set of constraints.
It is this set, and not any one of its members,
that is most accurately viewed as the goal of the
action (Simon, 1976). The constraint set also
includes virtually all the inducements and
contributions important to various classes of
organizational agents. Organizational goals
must constantly adapt to the changing values of
recipients of organizational outputs (e.g.,
customers). More fundamentally, goals should
be seen as arising from the interaction of
personal values of the dominant coalition in an
organization and the values and norms imposed
by constituents of an organization’s
environment.

2.3. Structural Elements.

An organization is a structure of roles
interconnected by communication channels.
Roles are occupied by agents, individuals who
act on behalf of the organization.

Th¢ Role System: Roles are expectations for,
or evaluative standards employed in, assessing
the actions of occupants of specific social
positions (Scott, 1992). A relationship (e.g.
authority) may be defined among roles. Role
behavior adapts to and depends upon the
situation. A role is specification of some, but
not all, of the premises that underlie an
individual’s decisions (Simon, 1976).2

2Other premises that enter into the same decisions include
informational premises and idiosyncratic premises
expressive of personality differences (Simon, 1976).
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Associated with a role are a set of beliefs,
some shared with other roles, objectives, and
constraints--including intentions (e.g., plans to
which the organization is committed). An
organizational plan may embody sub-plans
which are expected to be executed by given
roles. Sub-plans, of course, may change during
their execution if they violate beliefs, objectives,
constraints or other plans that have been
adopted. Organizations and their agents make
plans for many reasons including improving the
efficiency of future processes, clarifying and
communicating value, and coordinating agents’
actions (Fehling and Sacerdoti, 1994). The
discussion below of organizational processes
and the agent model will add more to this
account. Finally, when agents occupy roles,
they may bring personal values, objectives and
beliefs (knowledge) to bear on their behavior.

Roles provide at least two, clear benefits: i)
They provide organizational agents with stable
and comprehensible expectations as to beliefs,
objectives and commitments of other agents,
thus reducing the need for explicit coordination;
ii) Of all the knowledge, attitudes, and values
stored in a human memory, only a very small
fraction need be evoked in a given situation.
Thus, an individual can assume a wide variety
of roles when these are evoked by appropriate
circumstances, each of which may interact only
weakly with the others. Information processing
theories of human cognition postulate only
modest overlap of sets of memory contents--
information and programs--evoked by these
several roles (cf., Simon, 1976: pp 268-69).

Communication Channels: Communication
channels are links connecting a receiver and
sender of information. Data sent over these
channels may encode problems, plans,
decisions, advice, information, etc. Agents in
roles establish or maintain relationships and
coordinate activities by exchanging information
over these channels. A communication channel
may have characteristics such as medium of
communication, code in which messages are
sent, cost of using channel, etc.

Formal and Informal Structures: Both the
formal and informal structure of an organization
are important to understand its performance.
The formal organization is created by explicit
specification of lines of authority, and the
spheres of activity and authority (the roles) 
members. In most formal organizational
structures, roles and role relations are prescribed
independently of personal attributes of
individuals occupying those positions. Informal
organization refers to the interpersonal relations -

in the organization that affect processes within it
and which are omitted from the formal scheme
and may even be inconsistent with it. Informal
structure arises due to the personal
characteristics of agents occupying the roles and
the interactions between them (Scott, 1992;
Simon, 1976). While the formal organization
sets limits to the informal relations that are
permitted to develop within it, the informal
structure compensates for the shortcomings of
the formal structure to the extent that no formal
organization will operate effectively without it.

Organizational Memory: An organization’s
memory, in the strictest sense of the term, is the
collective memory of its agents. However,
organizations use artificial memories in the form
of record systems, libraries, databases, manuals,
etc. Habitual practices may be recorded in
manuals for instructing new members. The
organization often also possesses data too
voluminous to store in any agent’s mind.
Attributes of memory to be modeled include the
types of information to be recorded,
classification and indexing schemes, the
physical distribution of information storage, and
allocation of information-management
privileges such as access and modification.

Organizational agents’ shared beliefs and
practices that are transmitted to new members
may be considered part of organizational
memory. A key aspect of this memory is an
interpreted history of the organization which is
effective in molding present behavior.

2.4. Organizational Processes.

We model three nested process levels in
organizations. Innermost are the technical,
transformational, or task processes. The
managerial or coordination processes stand over
these inner process. Outermost are the
institutional processes that define how the
organization affects and is affected by its
context. Each process level can be described by
a set of states--policies or contracts in force,
goals being pursued, performance achieved, and
so on. Actions fi’om these processes and their
interactions may produce change of structure,
goals, etc., in the organization. Each process
level entails a cycle of information processing,
monitoring and measuring, negotiation, and
decision-making. The duration of a process
cycle increases as we go from the innermost to
the outermost levels. Incentives, policies,
contracts, etc. are means by which these
processes yield action.
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Technical Processes: The "transformational"
processes produce the actual organizational
outputs--its products or services. Agents in
roles involving task responsibilities may need to
employ explicit coordination processes if there
are task interdependencies among them.

Agents responsible for technical processes
may face environmental contingencies requiring
intervention (e.g. power failure, non-arrival of
raw materials etc.). In effect, managerial
processes buffer technical processes from
uncertainty and provides stability, e.g. by
establishing contracts with suppliers,. States
associated with technical processes include
conditions of technical and coordination
activities such as inventory levels, production
rates, purchase and delivery flows, etc.

Managerial Processes: Managerial processes
coordinate activities of the organization and
buffer the technical processes from uncertainties
of the technical environment (e.g. by securing 
stable source of raw material or stipulating
operating policies ensuring stability).
Managerial processes define interactions with
the external environment as well. States include
status of administrative and contracting
relationships, degree of process coordination,
performance achieved, etc.

Institutional Processes: These processes
interact with the institutional environment on
the norms and values to which an organization
will subscribe. They also monitor the adherence
to these norms and values within the
organization. They evaluate and establish the
basis for an organization’s shared beliefs and
practices. They may also be responsible for
adjustin.g high level objectives of the
organlzauon.

2.5. Organizational Agents.

We view organizational agents as intendedly
rational cognitive and social agents (cf., Simon,
1981). Agents’ actions in our model are
determined by their psychological states of
beliefs, desires, and intentions.3 Agents’ actions
are the product of their beliefs (knowledge),
desires (values and potential goals), intentions
(current commitments). Beliefs and intentions
are applied toward the meeting of desires.
Uncertainty and risk are key factors that shape
these processes.

3Bratman’s (1987) phrase. Other authors refer to mental
state. That intentions, besides beliefs and desires, are a
distinct component of the psychological state of an
individual is Bralman’s contribution.

Beliefs: Uncertain beliefs comprise agents’
"view of the world." This includes their
knowledge of organizational goals and
procedures, their own individual goals, and the
cause and effect relationships that these agents
must understand to employ their repertoire of
skills. Agents may harbor expectations about
future events and the role-based actions of other
agents. Specific individual agents may have
incomplete or even incorrect beliefs about roles
or behavior of other organizational agents.
Significantly, groups of organizational agents
may share beliefs that reflect the impact of
powerful coalitions within the organization.

Desires: Desires express themselves in the
form of preferences over courses of action and
their outcomes. Preference depends on context
(i.e., situationally determined satisfaction of
various desires). Thus, when certain desires
have been satisfied, or are finally thwarted,
other desires might become dominant. Context
determines which desires in a conflicting set
will be salient in a particular instance. For
agents to have beliefs about the degree to which
desires may be satisfied in given contexts,
desires must be related to measurable variables,
so that measurement of those variables can
ratify these beliefs of (potential) desire
satisfaction.

Intentions: Resource-limited agents must
bound their deliberations and actions to meet
social and non-social contextual constraints.
Therefore, practical reasoning by intendedly
rational agents exploits prior plans by adjusting
or revising them or by completing those that are
incompletely specified prior to action.

Future-directed intentions are formed as parts
of larger plans, plans which play characteristic
roles in coordination and on-going practical
reasoning; plans which allow us to extend the
influence of present deliberation to the future.
Intentions are the building blocks of such plans.
Plans are not merely executed. They are
formed, retained, combined, constrained by
other plans, filled in, modified, reconsidered,
and so on. To coordinate their plans and actions
agents must rely upon well-founded beliefs
about other agents’ intentions as well as their
desires and beliefs (Bratman, 1987).

Cognitive Process: We model agents as
belief-desire-intention (BDI) systems (cf.,
Pollack et al., 1987). Our BDI agents are
bounded in computational resources as well as
knowledge. Agents form intentions and are
committed to carrying them out while
constrained by their limited computational and
other resources. Agents structure their
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intentions into larger plans that produce action
but also constrain further practical reasoning.
So, plans must be reasonably stable, i.e. they
must be relatively resistant to reconsideration.
But since agents are also limited in knowledge,
plans must often be uncertain--abstract, partial,
or contingent--to provide needed stability.
Plans may be either temporally or structurally
uncertain. They will typically be both. Agents’
plans should be consistent with their beliefs.
These plans must also be means-end coherent--
i.e., plans must also faithfully reflect agents’
desires, including resolution of desire conflicts,
and, as time goes by, plans must be refined with
subplans that are at least as extensive as needed
to successfully carry them out.

When agents act, they may be able to choose
actions based on completed plans (intentions)
that are already specified and which remain
means-ends coherent and consistent with agents’
beliefs. In this case agents need not derive
courses of action de novo from their current
beliefs about the situation. 4 When current
planning commitments are uncertain, agents
may be forced to deliberate to complete partially
specified plans (if planning uncertainty is
moderate) or create entirely new plans (if
planning uncertainty is high). Sometimes,
however, an agent may be forced to react
without deliberating due to pressure of time.

The competence of an agent is reflected in the
sequences of actions taken in its organizational
and institutional environment over time. These
actions reflect the agent’s desires regarding that
environment. Competence is an idealization of
these actions reflecting classes of means-ends
coherent actions that are consistent with all the
agent’s beliefs including beliefs about the
situation-specific constraints on the scope
reasoning and action that the agent can
effectively undertake. Thus, this account of
competence describes the agent’s idealized
actions in terms of what we refer to as the
principle of adaptive rationality--an agent
deliberates and acts so as to adapt its
deliberations (e.g, planning) and the actions
specified by them to constraints imposed by
limitation of critical resources such as time,
information, processing capacity, and other task-
specific resources. A competence account based
in this notion of rationality seems to more
properly reflect the situationally constrained
nature of an agent’s rationality than classical
standards.

4Newell (1990) refers to this type of cognitive behavior 
preparation.

We are developing an architecture embodying
this cognitive perspective on social agency. The
architecture provides a framework that
implements the representational structures and
processes that realize the agent’s adaptively
rational competence.

This model of resource-limited agency shows
through in overall organizational performance in
many ways. Because situational constraints
may foreclose on the completeness of agents’
planning and other deliberations, a significant
proportion of agent action must be heuristic. As
a result, organizational performance may be
affected by agents’ cognitive factors such as
speed of processing, memory errors, failures of
soundness in decision making, and
communication and other coordination failures.
A small number of parameters define these
agent-architecture effects expressing important
ways in which limited human rationality bears
upon organizational effectiveness without
simply presuming that rationality is absent.

3. Methodology

A model based on the preceding structural and
functional distinctions embodies a decidedly
cognitive perspective. It depicts organizational
activities as arising from the problem-solving,
decision-making and physical activities of
resource-constrained, adaptively rational,
communicating agents. The impact of these
cognitive processes, however well or poorly
they are coordinated, on overall organizational
effectiveness constitutes a central focus of our
research. Conversely, we are equally intent on
achieving an improved understanding of how
organizational, institutional, and environmental
factors influence the cognition of organizational
agents as they carry out their respective roles.

To explore these ideas we are designing a
simulation model that embodies the distinctions
discussed above. The model we are building
will be a discrete event simulation implemented
in a symbolic language such as Common LISP
using the Schemer architecture for building real-
time, distributed knowledge systems (Fehling et
al., 1989). The agent and organizational
ontologies sketched in this paper gives some
indication of the structure of this model.

Our first research challenge is to clarify the
descriptive and predictive implications of our
model. We shall develop a series of simplified
organizational tasks performed under a variety
of simulated conditions and explore the range of
behaviors and functional interactions that arise.
This phase of our research will help us to
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sharpen our hypotheses regarding the mutual
impact of organizations, agents, and their
environment. The second phase of our research
focuses on assessing the descriptive adequacy of
the model as a simulation of various real-world
organizations engaged in a range of tasks,
illustrating the design issues discussed in section
4, under various inter- and intra-organizational
conditions. Ultimately, we hope to learn enough
from this model to derive and test some
hypotheses about some aspects of the (structural
and functional) design of an organization in
relation to contextual constraints and the limited
rationality of its agents.

4. A Research Application of the Model.

As we have already discussed, communication
is key to effective organizational performance.
Communication is the means by which
information and knowledge that has a bearing
on decision-making are exchanged between
organizational agents and environmental
entities. This information and knowledge arises
at various points in the organization. For
example, many organizations have "sensory
organs" such as the intelligence unit of a
military organization, or the market analysis
section of a business firm. Agents must make at
least two kinds of decisions pertaining to
organizational communication, filtering and
routing (Cyert and March, 1963). Filtering
determines what information to transmit and in
what form. Routing determines who will
communicate with whom about what.
Organizations have policies regarding filtering
and routing. These make up its formal
communication or information infrastructure.
However, a considerable amount of
communication takes place outside the scope of
this formal infrastructure and its policies, thus
comprising an implicit infrastructure of
communication. This informal infrastructure to
some extent may compensate for perceived
shortcomings of the formal structure.

Influences on Organizational Communication:
As organizational agents encounter information
judged to be important to the organization they
must follow policies or make specific decisions
about routing and filtering that are influenced by
several important factors which we now sketch.

Constraints on rational deliberation have a
major influence on the way organizational
information is processed. Individual roles,
specification of subgoals, establishment of rules,
information channels, and training programs
narrow the range of alternatives considered in
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making decisions. These have inadvertent as
well as planned consequences on information
flow. As information flows through
organizations, successive editing (filtering)
occurs. Inferences drawn from evidence will be
forced to fit existing organizational
classification schemes. These are then
transmitted in lieu of underlying evidence on
which they are based (Roberts et al., 1974).
Further, since information needs and task
specialization are highly correlated, an agent’s
knowledge of the task decomposition in an
organization (i.e. knowledge of role structure) 
an important factor. Information is condensed,
summarized and otherwise transformed as it
goes through the organization.

Personal motivations may have a considerable
influence on how this is done. Information
tends to be transmitted upward in the
organization only if: i) its transmission will not
have unpleasant consequences for the
transmitter, or ii) the superior will hear of it
anyway from other channels, and it is better to
tell him first, or iii) it is information the superior
needs in his dealings with his own superiors,
and he will be displeased if he is caught without
it. In addition, there is often failure to transmit
information upward simply because the
subordinate cannot visualize accurately what
information his superior needs in order to make
his decisions. Similar factors may determine
what information is transmitted downward in
the organization. The superior may not realize
that his subordinate needs the information. On
the other hand, the superior may use his
exclusive possession of information as a means
of maintaining his authority over the
subordinate.

Factors to do with information receivers also
play an important role. Communication through
formal channels is enhanced by the authority
which their "official" character gives them.
Unsolicited information or advice on the other
hand, may be given little or no attention. Often
formal authority may be an insufficient reason
for a communication to receive attention.
Usually a communication must reason, plead,
and persuade, as well as order, to be effective.

Design Issues in Organization~l
Communication: Our model implies that, to be
effective, organizations must transmit
information promptly and in a usable form to
appropriate points in the organization.
However, factors like those just sketched pose
important challenges for organizational design,
in particular for the design of information
infrastructures. Important design variables



include organizational practices (e.g. how well
are members informed about other roles in the
organization, to what degree are informal
structures encouraged) and structure (rules 
formal communication). Another important
design question asks how far should the function
of monitoring for valuable external and internal
information be specialized and decentralized.

5. Summary.

In this paper we have described a simulation
model of organization which we will use to
predict organizational behavior and ultimately
its effectiveness as functions of structural and
cognitive factors which can be treated as design
variables. Our model captures the cognitive and
institutional aspects of organization situated in a
task context and environment. In future we will
test the adequacy of our model for the research
applications we are interested in and use it as a
framework to develop theories about
organizational performance.
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